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About This Game

This is a Virtual Reality survival horror game.
Do not buy it if you can't handle it.

You open your eyes to find yourself alone beneath an unfamiliar night sky. The wind howls around you, carrying the sound of
insects chirping, rustling grass, and . . . something breathing. Looking around for weapons you find only a flashlight. Nearby, a

radio cackles to life and a voice greets you, "Welcome to Raptor Valley!"

Survive the night.
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Publisher:
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I have a condo in Cape Cora, and was naturally excited about being able to fly from Page field or Fort Myers Int, but it turns out
that even though this is definitelt South Florida, only the Eastern part is included! This should have been sold as SOUTHEAST
Florida, not SOUTH Florida.
Very disappointed!!!. A great space combat simulator, quite outdated but still worth it.. Very relaxing game, reminds me on a
board game.. One of my favorite indie titles ever.

Brutally difficult, and incredibly fun. Brings together its fast paced action, great storyline, and the technical mastery of its
developers so well that it'd be easy to mistake it for a AAA title released a few years prior. This is not a game one should miss.

Check out it's sequel, Overgrowth, if you're in need of more up-to-date graphics.. C'mon Chucklefish, I know you can do better
than this.. Terrible game with no standing out points, do not buy.
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Wouldn't call it super unique or revolutionary, but it's a cute puzzle platformer that doesn't outstay its welcome.. I got this game
from a good friend i really wanted this game badly and i was not wrong, this game is amazing! The simulated aspect of economy
and sector growth / or desolation is very amazing, no game is twice the same I only have 6 hours but i made 5 new games until i
found out i learnt how to play properly, this time i built a dragon which took months to build and I plan to establish
stations/bases soon but yeah i recommend this game to anyone who likes X games or mount n blade in a way ;). Very good
game. worth the money, only complaint I wish it ran a little longer. However I still recommend this game.. Simple title ported
from tablets, controls fine with mouse (or, hell, an art tablet - my uDraw is great with it). Early levels just have you landing
planes and maneuvering them around one another to proper airfields, but later on wind, obstacles, and different objectives
entirely (stunt map! get through the pylons - land a seaplane! etc.) change up the game after you've had time to learn the basics.
Pretty fun and don't let the flight attendants fool you: don't drink and fly, no matter how much booze they offer.. tis a very neat
game

get it

and the other ones.. Major improvments needed. No Building Labels, so I did not know what building did what. Also, I could
not actualy find a keybindings list of how to play. I can oly move around the map. 99% of the time your just figuring out what to
do. NEEDS LABELS.. This is exactly what it says, an experience. It has many flaws and will make you quite ill by the final
rooms. BUT the level of detail and clear effort shine here. The VR really gives you that "being there" feel. Wall fixtures and
beakers in the sink make you want to pick them up, I nearly let go of my controller to grab one. Trying to read the labels on pill
jars, the stains on the sofa bed were...noticed. Strange machines on the walls with dials and strange elobrate pipes. It'll leave you
wanting more.. Just crashes at random one you get going.... Rating 7/10

As a large enthusiast of tower defense games I appreciate the twist deployed by replacing the standard archer, mage, cannon
buildings with comparable dice. The translation of the theme is very intuitive by representing strength with pip. Another
interesting addition is the implementation of space management by dice combinatorics. Unfortunately this game suffers from
some large flaws. The coding is VERY poor. Most of the dice do not work. Similarly the idea of endless levels is pointless
because numerically there is a hard upper limit on how far you can progress. That said, the game is like $0.50 on sale, and I
enjoyed figuring out how far I could progress.
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